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This paper provides evidence from Halkomelem, an endangered Salish language of BC, for a 

modification of Gen in Harmonic Serialism (HS) in the form of the addition of the operation 

Shift, which moves a feature from one segment to another. Halkomelem has a robust opaque, 

counter-bleeding interaction between vowel harmony and vowel reduction. /a/ in certain suffixes 

triggers regressive vowel harmony before reducing to [ə] due to Halkomelem’s stress system:  

(1) /√ne  s’-θat/ 

 [√ná  s’-θət]  

 ‘change’ 

An analysis of this data in HS proves problematic without Shift. The ordering of a 

constraint preferring a candidate with vowel harmony (e.g. a licensing constraint that disprefers a 

[-low] vowel before a [+low] vowel) over a constraint preferring a candidate with vowel 

reduction (e.g. a markedness constraint that disprefers unstressed full vowels) necessitates the 

inclusion of a constraint (e.g. Max(low)) ordered above the reduction constraint so that the 

trigger does not reduce before triggering harmony. This is illustrated in the tableau in (2). 

(2)  Step 1: vowel harmony 

néts’-θa  Lic V[-low], [+low] Max(low) *UnstrFullV 

 a. náts’-θa    * 

b. néts’-θa  *!  * 

c. néts’-θət  *!  

However, the Max constraint ordered above the reduction constraint prevents reduction of the 

trigger in subsequent steps of the analysis. This illustrated in the tableau in (3).  

(3) Step 2: vowel reduction 

náts’-θa  Lic V[-low], [+low] Max(low) *UnstrFullV 

a. náts’-θət  *!  

*  b. náts’-θa    * 

This problem is circular as modifying, adding, removing, or rearranging constraints ultimately 

leads to the same issue: there is no ranking of constraints that can capture that the trigger /a/ must 

reduce but must only reduce after triggering vowel harmony. 

I argue that this supports a modification to Gen, so that vowel harmony and reduction of 

the trigger occur as a single step. Gen in HS is limited to making a single change between the 

input and output of a step. McCarthy et al. (2012) have argued that processes of autosegmental 

shift would consist of two changes (spreading and delinking) and therefore two steps. However, I 

show that if the shifting of a feature is considered a single change, the counter-bleeding opacity 

between vowel harmony and vowel reduction no longer exists. Instead, the pattern in (1) is the 

result of a single operation which shifts the feature [+low] from the trigger /a/ to a preceding 

vowel, resulting in candidate a. in the tableau in (4). Shift is advantageous in that it can also 

account for a number of similar patterns in other languages. 

(4) Step 1: shift 

  néts’-θa  Lic V[-low], [+low] *UnstrFullV Max(low) 

 a. náts’-θət    

  b. néts’-θa  *! *  

  c. néts’-θət *!  * 

  d. náts’-θa    *! * 
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